
 
 
 
 
 

SCHIEBEL SHAPES THE FUTURE OF VTOL UAS  
AT ITS INTERNATIONAL CAMCOPTER® S-100 
USER CONFERENCE 

 
Vienna, 25 October 2017 – Schiebel hosted customers from all over the world, 
spanning five continents, for its second international CAMCOPTER® S-100 User 
Conference from 17 to 19 October in Vienna. 
 

Following the success of the first CAMCOPTER® S-100 User Conference in 2012, 
Schiebel again welcomed its valued customers for a three-day conference. Users of the 
market-leading Unmanned Air System (UAS), the CAMCOPTER® S-100, were presented 
with the latest innovations, informative and productive sessions as well as international 
networking opportunities and best practice exchange.  
 
“Schiebel has consistently set the benchmark for the rotary-wing UAS industry and we 
will continue to do so,” says Hans Georg Schiebel, Chairman of the Schiebel Group. “We 
listen to our customers worldwide across all markets and then we incorporate the 
features they ask for along with the latest state-of-the-art technical advancements, 
offering them even more capabilities.” 
 
The company remains committed to cutting-edge innovation and offering the best system 
in its class. Bringing together people operating the S-100 and deploying it for various 
missions, allows the collection of valuable insights. Schiebel shapes the future by 
incorporating the latest in technological developments and leveraging the knowledge and 
experience of its customers in order to anticipate the demands of tomorrow’s market. 
 
 
About Schiebel: 
Founded in 1951, the Vienna-based Schiebel Group focuses on the development, testing and production of 
state-of-the-art mine detection equipment and the revolutionary CAMCOPTER® S-100 Unmanned Air 
System (UAS). Schiebel has built an international reputation for producing quality defense and 
humanitarian products, which are backed by exceptional after-sales service and support. Since 2010, 
Schiebel’s composite division supplies high-tech customers with products of supreme carbon fiber 
technology – all quality-controlled to meet ISO 9001 standards. With headquarters in Vienna (Austria), 
Schiebel now maintains production facilities in Wiener Neustadt (Austria) and Abu Dhabi (UAE), as well as 
offices in Washington DC (USA) and Phnom Penh (Cambodia). 
 
About the CAMCOPTER® S-100: 
Schiebel’s CAMCOPTER® S-100 Unmanned Air System (UAS) is an operationally proven capability for 
military and civilian applications. The Vertical Takeoff and Landing (VTOL) UAS requires no prepared area 
or supporting equipment to enable launch and recovery. It operates in day and night, under adverse 
weather conditions, with a beyond line-of-sight capability out to 200 km, over land and sea. Its carbon fiber 
and titanium fuselage provides capacity for a wide range of payload/endurance combinations up to a 
service ceiling of 18,000 ft. In a typical configuration, the CAMCOPTER® S-100 carries a 75 lbs/34 kg 
payload up to 10 hours and is powered with AVGas or JP-5 heavy fuel. High-definition payload imagery is 



 
transmitted to the control station in real time. In addition to its standard GPS waypoint or manual 
navigation, the S-100 can successfully operate in environments where GPS is not available, with missions 
planned and controlled via a simple point-and-click graphical user interface. The high-tech unmanned 
helicopter is backed by Schiebel’s excellent customer support and training services. 
 
 
 

For further information, please contact us: 
 
 

 
Tel: +43 (1) 546 26-44 
Email: pr@schiebel.net 

www.schiebel.net 
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